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Abstract 

The objective of this experiment was to use a computational approach utilizing 

fundamental principles of thin film interference and optics to determine whether the thickness of 

a thin film could be estimated by its color and to determine whether it is iridescent. First, color 

charts for SiO2 and TiO2 thin films were computed using thicknesses between 200 and 425 nm in 

an increment of 25 nm and wavelengths from 380 to 700 nm in an increment of 10 nm. Second, 

The wavelengths based on angles of incident light ranging between 0° and 40° in 1° increment 

for SiO2 thin films with thicknesses of 200, 325, and 400 nm were computed.  Computations 

were performed using Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. Experimental results showed the colors of 

the reflected light for SiO2 were pure yellow for 200 nm, pure red for 225 nm and 250 nm, violet 

blue for 275 nm, blue to violet blue for 300 nm, blue to blue green for 325 nm, green to yellow 

green for 350 nm, yellow Green for 375, dark purple for 400 nm, and pure orange for 425 nm.  

For TiO2, the colors of the reflected light were green to yellow green for 200 nm, yellow orange 

for 225 nm, pure red for 250, cyan for 275 nm, green to yellow green for 300 nm, green yellow 

for 325 nm, light orange for 350 nm, cyan for 375 nm, pure red for 400 nm, and green yellow for 

425 nm. As the angle of incident light varied, the wavelengths of light reflected varied from 

583.4 nm to 523.6 nm for the SiO2 films of 200 nm and 400 nm thicknesses.  Similarly, the SiO2 

film of 325 nm thickness reflected wavelengths of light varying from 474.01 nm to 425.49 nm, 

indicating iridescent properties.  The experiment implied that the thickness of a film can be 

estimated based on its color. It also implied that the color reflected by the film is dependent upon 

the angle of incident light. 
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Introduction 

Visible light is an electromagnetic wave, characterized by a wavelength, an amplitude 

and a phase. The wavelength of a wave defines the distance over which the wave's shape repeats. 

The amplitude defines the intensity or brightness of the light and the phase describes a particular 

point in the wave cycle. 1 Visible light lies within a very narrow region of the electromagnetic 

radiation spectrum, with wavelengths ranging from 380 nm to 750 nm, each of which determines 

the perceived color. 1,2 For instance, radiation having a wavelength of about 380 nm looks violet, 

while green and red occur at approximately 500 nm and 650 nm, respectively. When light 

proceeds from one medium into another, several phenomena happen. Some of the light waves 

may be transmitted through the medium, some may be absorbed, and some may be reflected at 

the interface between the two media. 1,2  

Light that is transmitted into the interior of transparent materials experiences a decrease 

in velocity, and, as a result, is bent at the interface, which is known as refraction. The index of 

refraction of a material is defined as the ratio of the velocity in a vacuum to the velocity in the 

medium. When light wave passes from one medium into another having a different index of 

refraction, some of the light is reflected at the interface between the two media. 1,2 

Reflections can result in constructive or destructive interference. Constructive 

interference occurs when the incident and reflected waves of light are in phase or are shifted by a 

multiple of 2π. The peaks and troughs of the two waves are aligned and the amplitude of the 

wave is doubled. On the other hand, destructive interference occurs when the incident and 

reflected waves have a phase difference of π. 2 The peaks of one wave coincide with the troughs 

of the other wave and the amplitude of the light is zero. The reflected light will experience a 

phase change by π radians if the index of refraction of the first medium is less than that of the 

second medium. 2  
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In a thin film, incident light is reflected twice by the upper and lower boundaries of a thin 

film interfere. 2 The incident light is reflected once at the boundary between the air and the film 

and once again at the boundary between the film and the substrate to form a new wave that 

depends on the thickness of the thin film.  Differences in the phases of the two waves occur as 

the second wave travels extra cycles within the thin film and as the waves strike an interface. 2  

The color reflected by a thin film can be determined by finding the wavelength of light 

that corresponds to the maximum amplitude for the type of film and film thickness. The 

amplitude of the wave at a given thickness can be determined using the cosine of the phase 

difference of the normal incident light reflected by the substrate, which is given by: 

𝐴 = cos[(2𝑡)2𝜋
𝑛

𝜆
]                  (1) 

where A is the amplitude, t is the thickness of the thin film, n is the refractive index of the 

thin film, and λ is the wavelength of incident light. The amplitude will be at a maximum when 

the cosine of the phase difference is 1, which corresponds to no phase difference. The amplitude 

will be at minimum when the cosine of the phase difference is 0, which corresponds to a phase 

change of 𝜋. 2 

Furthermore, iridescence is the phenomenon of surfaces that appear to change color as 

the angle of view changes. The wavelength of light reflected at the maximum amplitude as a 

function of the angle of incident light is defined by: 

𝜆 =
2𝑡

𝑚
√𝑛2 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛2(𝜃0)     (2) 

where λ is the wavelength, t is the thickness of the film, m is the order number, n is the refractive 

index of the film, and θ0 is the angle of incident light. This relationship can be used to determine 

whether the color reflected by a thin film depends on the viewing angle. 2 
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The objective of this experiment was to use a computational approach utilizing 

fundamental principles of thin film interference and optics to determine whether the thickness of 

a thin film could be estimated by its color and to determine whether it is iridescent. First, color 

charts for SiO2 and TiO2 thin films were computed using thicknesses between 200 and 425 nm in 

an increment of 25 nm and wavelengths from 380 to 700 nm in an increment of 10 nm. Second, 

dependence of color on angles of incident light ranging between 0° and 40° for SiO2 thin films 

with thicknesses of 200, 325, and 400 nm was computed. 

Experimental procedure 

Microsoft Excel file was used in the analysis of thin film interference and optics. Several 

assumptions were made in computing the results. It was assumed that no light was adsorbed as it 

passed through the film and refractive index was independent of wavelength. Also, light from 

multiple reflections and polarization effects were ignored. 2 

The first part of the experiment was to compute two color charts, one for a thin film of 

SiO2 on silicon and a second one for a thin film of TiO2 on silicon. Thicknesses from 200 nm to 

425 nm in increments of 25 nm were used. Wavelengths ranging from 380 nm to 700 nm in 

increments of 10 nm were utilized. The reflective index used for a thin film of SiO2 on silicon 

was 1.4585. 1,3 The reflective index used for a thin film of TiO2 on silicon was 2.6142. 3 Equation 

1 was used to find the amplitude at the given thicknesses and wavelengths. In addition to the 

assumptions mentioned earlier, it was assumed that the light was at normal incidence. The 

wavelengths with the largest amplitude for the film thicknesses were determined and highlighted, 

and the color associated with that wavelength was determined using a Wolfram Alpha widget.4 

The second part of the experiment was to calculate the wavelength and associated color 

for the largest amplitude reflected light as a function of the angle of incidence for an SiO2 film 
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on Si. Angles ranging from normal 0o to 40o in 1 o increment and thicknesses of 200nm, 325nm 

and 400nm were used. An order number (m) of 1 was determined for the thin film of 200 nm and 

2 for 325 and 400 nm in order to examine wavelengths that were in the visible spectrum. Using 

Equation 2, results for color dependence on angle were calculated. 

Results and Discussion 

For the SiO2 thin film, the amplitude of the light reflected was calculated for each 

thickness and each wavelength. As shown in Table 1, the maximum amplitude and the 

corresponding wavelength were identified. 

Table 1. The amplitudes of reflected light for a SiO2 thin film with maximum amplitude cells 

highlighted in pink. 
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Similarly, the amplitude of the light reflected from TiO2 thin film was calculated for each 

thickness and each wavelength. As shown in Table 2, the maximum amplitude and the 

corresponding wavelength were identified. 

Table 2. The amplitudes of reflected light for a TiO2 thin film with maximum amplitude cells 

highlighted in pink. 

 

 

The brightest color of the light reflected by a thin film of each thickness is indicated by 

the wavelength with the maximum amplitude. 1 These wavelengths were converted into colors 

using the Wolfram Alpha wavelength to color widget, as shown in Table 3 for SiO2 and Table 4 

for TiO2.   
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Table 3:  Color and wavelength of light reflected by a SiO2 thin film as a function of thickness. 

Thickness (nm): Wavelength (nm) Color  

200 580 Pure yellow 

225 660 Pure red 

250 700 Pure red 

275 400 violet blue 

300 440 Blue to violet blue 

325 470 Blue to blue green 

350 510 Green to yellow green 

375 550 Yellow Green 

400 390 Dark purple  

425 620 Pure orange 

 

Table 4:  Color and wavelength of light reflected by a TiO2 thin film as a function of thickness. 

Thickness (nm): Wavelength (nm) Color  

200 520 Green to yellow green 

225 590 Yellow orange 

250 650 Red 

275 480 Cyan blue 

300 520 Green to yellow green 

325 570 Green yellow 

350 610 Light orange 

375 490 Cyan blue 

400 700 Pure red 

425 560 Green yellow 

 

The color chart computed for the SiO2 films had both similarities and differences from 

the color chart generated by HTE Labs.5 The color chart generated in this experiment had colors 

that agreed with the colors indicated in the HTE chart at the same thicknesses.  Both the HTE 

chart and the experiment chart indicated blue to violet-blue for 300 nm films, blue to blue green 

for 325 nm films, and green to yellow green for 350 nm films.  Nevertheless, the experiment 

results indicated pure yellow while the HTE Labs chart indicated light gold or yellow and 

slightly metallic for a 200 nm SiO2 film. Moreover, the colors of SiO2 films with 225, 250 nm 

thicknesses were determined to be pure red by the experiment while gold with slight yellow-
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orange and orange to melon, respectively, by the HTE lab. Other differences were also observed. 

No literature values or color charts were found for TiO2 films. 

These significant differences may be resulted from the assumptions that were made in 

calculating the maximum amplitude. 2 In addition, variations may be raised from differences in 

the reflective indices. A considerable limitation of the computational method is due to the large 

increment in wavelength. 2 

In the second part of the experiment, the wavelength of reflected light was determined as 

a function of the angle of incident light for SiO2 with thicknesses of 200, 325, 400 nm. Table 5 

shows the results obtained for SiO2 thin films to determine whether its color depends on the 

viewing angle. For the SiO2 film of 200 nm thickness, the wavelengths of light reflected varied 

from 583.4 nm and 523.6 nm, which corresponded to color range of green yellow to violet.  The 

SiO2 film of 325 nm thickness reflected wavelengths of light from 474.01 nm to 425.49 nm, 

which corresponded to color range of light blue to violet.  The SiO2 film of 400 nm thickness 

reflected wavelengths of light varying from 583.4 nm to 523.68 nm. Interestingly, the SiO2 films 

of 200 nm and 400 nm thicknesses reflected the same variations of wavelength. 
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Table 5. Wavelengths in nm of reflected light as a function of the angle of indecent light and the 

thickness of a SiO2 thin film. 
 

Film Thicknesses (nm)  Film Thicknesses (nm) 

Angle 

(degrees) 

200 325 400 Angle 

(degrees) 

200 325 400 

0 583.4 474.0125 583.4 21 565.5149 459.4809 565.5149 

1 583.3582 473.9786 583.3582 22 563.8286 458.1108 563.8286 

2 583.233 473.8768 583.233 23 562.0749 456.6859 562.0749 

3 583.0243 473.7072 583.0243 24 560.2553 455.2074 560.2553 

4 582.7324 473.47 582.7324 25 558.3714 453.6767 558.3714 

5 582.3574 473.1654 582.3574 26 556.4247 452.0951 556.4247 

6 581.8998 472.7936 581.8998 27 554.4172 450.4639 554.4172 

7 581.3598 472.3548 581.3598 28 552.3504 448.7847 552.3504 

8 580.7379 471.8495 580.7379 29 550.2264 447.059 550.2264 

9 580.0346 471.2781 580.0346 30 548.047 445.2882 548.047 

10 579.2504 470.6409 579.2504 31 545.8143 443.4741 545.8143 

11 578.3859 469.9386 578.3859 32 543.5304 441.6184 543.5304 

12 577.4419 469.1716 577.4419 33 541.1973 439.7228 541.1973 

13 576.4192 468.3406 576.4192 34 538.8173 437.7891 538.8173 

14 575.3185 467.4463 575.3185 35 536.3927 435.8191 536.3927 

15 574.1407 466.4894 574.1407 36 533.9259 433.8148 533.9259 

16 572.8869 465.4706 572.8869 37 531.4194 431.7782 531.4194 

17 571.558 464.3909 571.558 38 528.8755 429.7114 528.8755 

18 570.1552 463.2511 570.1552 39 526.297 427.6163 526.297 

19 568.6795 462.0521 568.6795 40 523.6864 425.4952 523.6864 

20 567.1324 460.795 567.1324     

 

Variations in wavelengths confirmed the iridescent properties of SiO2 thin films. The 

color of the films changes as the viewing angle is changed. Such a phenomenon is resulted from 

several reflections from two semi-transparent surfaces in which phase shift and interference of 

the reflections controls the incidental light. 2 

Conclusions 

The objective of this experiment was to use a computational approach utilizing 

fundamental principles of thin film interference and optics to determine whether the thickness of 

a thin film could be estimated by its color and to determine whether it is iridescent. First, color 
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charts for SiO2 and TiO2 thin films were computed using thicknesses between 200 and 425 nm in 

an increment of 25 nm and wavelengths from 380 to 700 nm in an increment of 10 nm. Second, 

The wavelengths based on angles of incident light ranging between 0° and 40° in 1° increment 

for SiO2 thin films with thicknesses of 200, 325, and 400 nm were computed.  Computations 

were performed using Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. 

Experimental results showed the colors of the reflected light for SiO2 were pure yellow 

for 200 nm, pure red for 225 nm and 250 nm, violet blue for 275 nm, blue to violet blue for 300 

nm, blue to blue green for 325 nm, green to yellow green for 350 nm, yellow Green for 375, dark 

purple for 400 nm, and pure orange for 425 nm.  For TiO2, the colors of the reflected light were 

green to yellow green for 200 nm, yellow orange for 225 nm, pure red for 250, cyan for 275 nm, 

green to yellow green for 300 nm, green yellow for 325 nm, light orange for 350 nm, cyan for 

375 nm, pure red for 400 nm, and green yellow for 425 nm. As the angle of incident light varied, 

the wavelengths of light reflected varied from 583.4 nm to 523.6 nm for the SiO2 films of 200 

nm and 400 nm thicknesses.  Similarly, the SiO2 film of 325 nm thickness reflected wavelengths 

of light varying from 474.01 nm to 425.49 nm, indicating iridescent properties.  

 This experiment was successful in demonstrating that the thickness of a thin film can be 

determined by its color and thin films have iridescent properties. Thin films bend light both at 

the boundary between air and the film and at the boundary between the film and the substrate. 2 

However, it failed in calculating precise colors because of the limitations of the computational 

method in which many assumptions were used. The findings of the experiment implied that the 

color reflected by the film is dependent upon the thickness of the thin film and the angle of 

incident light. 2 
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